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ACROSS
1 Where to find modern classics, say,
in publishers’ catalogues
10 Style exemplified by "The Princess
Bride" and "If on a winter’s night a
traveler"
12 With 33−Across, advice given to
(and spectacularly ignored by)
Tony Montana in a 1983 film
14 Like glowing red grillz, maybe
15 Overhead cam location
16 "Zut ___!" (mild Montreal curse)
17 Play tonsil hockey
18 Word after gimme or take
19 Hoped−for exoplanet find
20 Frequent "Game of Thrones"
offering, for short
21 African country which is contained
in a neighbouring country, in a way
22 It’s needed to spell upsilon, in both
Greek and the English
transliteration
25 Played in a pipe and drum band
26 Good ones contain raspberries,
while bad ones may contain
lemons?

27 Ties up loose ends
30 Essentially immobile artwork
31 Ancient city upon which Luxor was
built
32 "Hot" food
33 See 12−Across
35 Faddish regimen named for one of
the factors in the longevity of the
Ryukyu Islanders
36 Like many a non−nuclear family

DOWN
1 Six−time Hugo winner who wrote
the "Grand Tour" series
2 It goes on behind closed doors,
often?
3 Pens
4 Spears’ ex, on gossip sites
5 ___ crit.
6 Shocking celebrity admission in a
tabloid headline (which might be
followed by "...at Scrabble" in the
actual quote)
7 Movie without stars, often?
8 He was mistaken for a Jagular, in a
1928 children’s book
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9 Old oil company named for the state
in which it was founded
10 First word in the name of a famous
cabaret, which means "mill" in
French
11 Like the great unwashed, to a Brit
12 Use a T−square
13 ___ neutrality
17 Some "Final Fantasy" spellcasters
19 ABC reality show with a celebrity
edition featuring Flavor Flav and
his better half
21 "Smooth move, ex−lax"
22 It may be crenellated
23 Cross in words?
24 "Shout" and "Twist and Shout"
brothers’ name
25 Protein responsible for clotting
26 Offer that might be followed by
"shotgun!"
27 Place for a mud bath
28 "Ugh!"
29 Prefix with cyte that means "white"
30 Homer’s neighbor, once
32 Consonant−rich ruler of old
34 "Fuck tha Police" grp.
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